
Tumor microenvironment evaluation promotes  

precise checkpoint immunotherapy of advanced gastric cancer 

 

Supplementary Methods 

 

1. Signature Genes reduction 

To optimize tumor microenvironment evaluation for more convenient translational medicine, dimension 
reduction was conducted to choose most predictive genes from 244 TMEscore relevant signature genes 
which established in our previous study1. All signature genes were ordered by the feature importance 
contributed to prediction accuracy for immune checkpoint blockades response in these datasets1-3. Gene 
importance was calculated as following formula:  

Feature importance = ∑ −𝑙𝑜𝑔10(𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒  𝑃 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒)𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑑 𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠  

 

Genes with feature importance lesser than -90 and larger than +80 (Fig. S1A) were selected as signature 
genes which applied to tumor microenvironment evaluation using PCA methodology1. 
 

2. Gene expression data resources and preprocessing 

Level 3 RNA-Seq data (raw counts) of TCGA Pan-Caner tumor samples were downloaded from the UCSC 
Xena browser (http://xena.ucsc.edu/) Genomic Data Commons hub. For TCGA patients, corresponding 
survival data were obtained from supplementary data of published research4. Updated clinical and molecular 
information for TCGA samples were obtained from Genomic Data Commons (https://portal.gdc.cancer.gov/) 
using the R package TCGAbiolinks5. RNA-seq count data were transformed into TPM6 to conduct the 
following statistical and differentially expressed gene (DEG) analyses. Raw data from the microarray 
datasets generated using Affymetrix® and Illumina® were downloaded from the Gene Expression Omnibus 
(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/). The raw data for the dataset from Affymetrix® were processed using 
the RMA algorithm for background adjustment using the Affy package. RMA was used to perform 
background adjustment, quantile normalization, and final summarization of oligonucleotides per transcript 
using the median polish algorithm. The raw data for the dataset from Illumina® were processed using the 
Lumi package. The ComBat algorithm7 was applied to reduce the likelihood of batch effects from 
non-biological technical biases. 
 

3. Tumor microenvironment deconvolution 

Computational algorithms and tools used to deconvolute the microenvironment detailed as follows: 
ESTIMATE8: ImmuneScore, Stromalscore, and tumor purity were assessed computationally in all 
longitudinal samples using estimates derived from the RNA-seq data using the ESTIMATE algorithm8 that 
uses gene expression signatures to infer the fraction of stromal and immune cells in tumor samples. 
CIBERSORT

9
: To quantify the proportions of immune cells in the tumor samples, we used the 

CIBERSORT algorithm and the LM22 gene signature, which allows for highly sensitive and specific 

discrimination of 22 human immune cell phenotypes including B cells, T cells, NK cells, macrophages, 

dendritic cells (DCs), and myeloid subsets. CIBERSORT is a deconvolution algorithm that uses a set of 
reference gene expression values (a signature with 547 genes) considered a minimal representation for each 
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cell type and, based on those values, infers cell type proportions in data from bulk tumor samples with 
mixed cell types using support vector regression. Gene expression profiles were prepared using standard 
annotation files and data were uploaded to the CIBERSORT web portal (http://cibersort.stanford.edu/), with 
the algorithm run using the LM22 signature at 1,000 permutations. 
 

4. Functional and pathway enrichment analysis 

Gene annotation enrichment analysis was performed with the R package clusterProfiler10. Enrichment 
P-values were based on 1,000 permutations and subsequently adjusted for multiple testing using the 
Benjamini-Hochberg procedure to control the false discovery rate (FDR)11. Gene Ontology (GO) and KEGG 
terms were identified with a strict cutoff of P < 0.01 and an FDR of less than 0.05. We also identified 
pathways that were up- and down-regulated among groups by running a gene set enrichment analysis 
(GSEA)12 of the adjusted expression data for all transcripts. 

 

5. Other data resources 

① Genomic, transcriptomic, and matched clinical data from patients with metastatic urothelial cancer 
treated with anti-PD-L1 agent (atezolizumab)13 is available under the Creative Commons 3.0 license 
and can be downloaded from http://research-pub.gene.com/IMvigor210CoreBiologies. 

② The numbers of predicted neo-antigens based on tumor-specific HLA typing, total mutations and 
CYT for each patient were obtained for 263 STAD samples from Supplementary Table S4 from 
Rooney et al.14. 

③ The abundance of viruses detected in TCGA-PanCaner cohorts was obtained from research of Cao 
et.al 15. 

6.  Other gene signatures enrolled in this study 

To characterize the metabolism, immune microenvironment and other prevalent gene signatures activation in 
each tumor samples, PCA algorithm was apply to determine the pathway activity using gene sets 
(summarized in IOBR package: https://github.com/IOBR/IOBR) curated by Mariathasan et al.2, Cristescu et 
al.16, Rooney et al.14, and Rosario et al.17. Gene sets curated by Mariathasan et al.2, contain : A: CD8 
T-effector signature18; B: Antigen processing machinery19; C: Immune checkpoint; D: 
Epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) markers previously reported20; E: Pan-fibroblast TGF-β response 
signature (Pan-F-TBRS) 2; F: DNA replication-dependent histones2; G: Select members of the DDR-relevant 
gene set 21; H: Angiogenesis signature previously reported 22; I: Cell cycle genes (KEGG); J: WNT targets23; 
K: Cell cycle regulators24; L: Mismatch repair (KEGG); M: Nucleotide excision repair (KEGG); N: 
Homologous recombination (KEGG). We thereby obtained, for each signature, an enrichment score per 
sample that indicated the extent of upregulation or downregulation of the associated genes. A minimum 
overlap of two genes was required. 
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